
the mediterranean sea club, ibiza, attempts to accomodate those looking for peaceful pueblos of the natives, as well as the sea
of visitors looking for perpetual parties. *

as such, the mesc ammenities have been organized according to three target market segments ** that vary vertically   across the
diverse landscape along the coasts   , the hills   , and the transition between the two   ; and according to different building
types and corresponding activities *** that vary horizontally       along the sea. this scheme lets individuals experience the same
activity in different ways, according to their own personal preferences, yet keeps the activity in a clustered region that
allows easy movement between them. **** these three regions are the “day-long fun”    to the east, “living and leisure”    on the
west, and “circulation as adventure”    connecting the two. the island’s topography is the driving force of this concept,
deciding what elevations target audiences will occupy for each activity appropriated to the land’s form.

the master plan hopes to develop the already inhabitated areas while steering clear of archaeological and vegetated sites.
these are treated as natural beauties that are to be appreciated and experienced, but not altered. the vision for mesc is to
transform the area into an environmentally cautious paradise.

this concept has been translated into a structure ***** using local materials, stucco, wood, and stone. the form is to be
reminiscent of chipping-away cliffs and breaking tides, as well as the ruins in the area. the staggerring provides an opportunity
to use the exterior facades and roofs of separate rooms as circulation.
the atmosphere created is to be one of fragile beauty and humble happiness. ******
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** target market segments

#          assumed to be              characteristics/
          predominantly:             desired experience:

1     teens, 20-somethings,      activity
      singles, party-goers,    adventure
     spring breakers, upper    excitement
      class, young couples         wild

2   families, older couples, 
        newlyweds, larger  intermediate
            social groups,            (inclusive of both)
       adventurous people

3        elderly couples,  observation
   organizations, seniors,      leisure
    nature-lovers, lower  relaxation
           class, natives       calm

*** building types and activities

predominant  activity:                legend:
      zone:     

         a
            music festival stage
            festival camping
            club
           bar
  art/performance area
             cafe and bistro
             carnival and waterpark
             gaming and arcade
             shopping
             open market
                sunset/view observatory
                park
                stargazing spot
                port/loading dock
  sails/boat/speedboat
  jetskyiing
  ferry ride

         b
  garden
  organic farm/harvest
  sports bar
  solarium
  living unit
  golf
  sunset/laguna walk
  wellness center
  private events alcove
  playground
  yoga
  vineyard
  fine-dining restaurant
  sky gondola
  zipline
  

         c
  parasailing/paragliding
  cove/cave exploration
  ruins exploration
  old castle exploration
  walking/biking
  driving
  motorbike/scooter/golfcart
  hiking
  swimming
  banana ride
  kayaking
  pool/outdoor jacuzzi
  gazebo/bali bed
  snorkeling
  rock climbing
  cliffdiving
  ropes course
  camping
  swim-up bar
  

***** concept translated into a building section

living unit type           a      b      c
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**** relationships in elevation
      a                                                       c         b
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